Fort __ is where the U.S. gold reserves are kept heavily guarded
A __ may be used for protecting money or important documents
The __ is the most secure area in a bank
Locks and keypads prevent __ to secure buildings and rooms
__ provide identification and credentials for access to controlled areas
Security __ protect banks, malls, concerts, hospitals and more
Mace or __ spray are carried by some women to fend off attackers
__ cars are used to transport cash and other valuables
Secure facilities may use __, floor sensors or lasers to detect intruders
If you don't have a safe at home, you can rent a safe __ box at a bank
Police may use a non-lethal __ or Taser to disable a suspect
Security pros evaluate risks, __, vulnerabilities and countermeasures
Security systems are no stronger than the "__ link in the chain"
Airport scanners look for metal objects and concealed __
Schools have improved their security procedures to protect the __
Gun safes are used to protect children from __ and prevent theft
Fences are a deterrent to keep intruders off private or government __
Never share your social __ number with anyone who calls you
Aircraft-mounted cameras are used for tracking __ on the run
For access to national defense information, you'll need a security __
Video feeds can be __ remotely by security personnel
In spy movies, guns, cash, and __ are left in a safe deposit box
Websites and bank accounts use __ to prevent unauthorized access
Lock your car whenever you leave it, and don't leave __ in sight
__ checks are required for those who normally work with children
Razor wire and __ are used by law enforcement to secure an area
HIPAA regulations protect your medical records from unauthorized __
The __ of security can be as effective as real, physical security

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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